WPSB Working Group. "CLASSIFICATION"

MEETING DATE. 7 Okt 2020

MEETING MINUTES.

Present:
Christian Femy (FRA)
Anna Muldoon (AUS)
Jessica Tidswell (USA)
Leanne Rees (AUS)
Sandra Titulaer (NED)

Agenda:
1. Minutes last meeting 2 sept
2. Participation UL and LL1 women at the Games? (IP GB didn’t discuss this topic jet.)
3. Classification opportunities 20-21
   *see also https://www.paralympic.org/snowboard/events
4. IPC/WPSB activities
5. Covid taskforce
6. Research
7. Classifier training
8. Other topics
9. Next meeting date : ?

Minutes:
1. Minutes 2-9-20 : No comments
2. Participation UL and LL1 women at the Games? Will be discussed end of this week by the IPC GB
3. Classification opportunities 2020 (see also also https://www.paralympic.org/snowboard/events), we will discuss alternatives options.
   -Landgraaf has been cancelled,
   -Classifiers cannot travel (AUS, NZL, USA, ARG) but also in Europe more restrictions.
We try to find an opportunity in Europe and US for NEW athletes, perhaps with only 1 classifier
And "sportbubble" WCH with classification for Review athletes at begin in Norway (Feb)

4. Covid Taskforce will publish working document 6-10 (see document) coal ist be able to host the bigger events (also in preparation of the games)

5. Update WPSB/IPC activities : not much news

6. Research : on hold by IPC

7. Classifier training : we are thinking of an online course, first step also for National classifiers. (Second step need to be “live”, with athlete assessments etc) we will discuss this with Education department and ask for interest in the nations

8. Other topics : none

Next call Wednesday 13th januari 2021 CET 21.00
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